
These instructions are intended as a guide for installing the optional tile flanges with any self-rimming Jacuzzi
Whirlpool Bath product.  To use this kit properly, mount the flanges to the bath rim before installing the bath.

1. Remove three (3) tile flanges from the carton.

2. The tile flange is designed to be installed with all Jacuzzi Whirlpool Bath products with slight modification to the
flange to accommodate the curvature (radius) of the various rims. Split the flanges as shown using a utility knife.

3. Cut flanges into the required lengths, mitering the ends 45° to obtain 90° corners as required.

4. Position the tile flange with the radius against the bath rim curvature.  Predrill holes through the flange and bath
rim for #8x1" long self-tapping screws.  Apply a 3/16" bead of silicone sealant along the radius of the flange where
it will touch the bath rim and also around and above the screw holes in the flange.  Fasten flange to bath rim.  (Self-
drilling screws as shown may be used to speed the assembly.  Apply sealant to tile flange, position and attach on
bath rim with self-drilling screws.)
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5. Install the bath unit per instructions furnished with
bath.

6. Nail, screw, or staple through the flat side of the
flange and into the studs in the wall.  Use a protective
barrier (1/4" plywood) to avoid damaging the bath
rim with the hammer.
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7. Install waterproof sheetrock against the top edge of
the flange extrusion.  Fill void with filler and sweep
smooth.

8. Install tile or other finishing material.

9. Apply silicone sealant as caulking between tile and
bath.
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